
The following suggestions were gathered by members of the Faculty Senate who sought and submitted suggestions from 
their constituencies about how MSU generally and faculty/academic specialists specifically can advance diversity, equity, 
and inclusion (DEI) at MSU.   Below are 129 categorized suggestions from ~86 faculty and academic specialists, received 
by 7/19/20.   Most are word for word; a few were lightly edited for clarity.  A few additional COVID-specific suggestions 
received are included on the last page.   

 
GENERAL SUGGESTIONS 

 
Hiring practices  

1. All individuals invited to serve on hiring/search committees must receive training in implicit bias as part of this 
service, with the goal of gaining insight into how virtually every element of the search process is susceptible to 
bias (content of the job posting, who writes letters of ref, institutional affiliations, candidate’s name, etc..)  

2. All leaders must be trained in implicit bias so as to become informed about how bias can have diverse and broad-
reaching influence on decision-making during the search/hiring process 

3. That an inclusive, equitable and explicit process be established for selecting individuals to serve on search 
committees 

4. All search committees include a DEI person from a different unit (perhaps also college?) who serves throughout 
the entire search process (attends all meetings, etc), has full access to all documents, has no stake in the outcome, 
and whose own professional advancement does not hinge on the opinions of other members of the 
committee.  The DEI member’s role is to bear witness and monitor the process and hold people accountable 

5. A final report detailing the search process, steps taken to limit bias, and justification for eliminating or advancing 
job candidates 

6. The number of tenure system faculty increase from 1997 to 2017, but the number of “black” faculty decreased 
from 89 to 85.  Examine whether changes in the search/hiring practice over the past 20 years (centralization of 
faculty hiring, push for interdisciplinary/joint hires, other search processes) have made it more difficult to recruit 
and retain black faculty.   

7. Preliminary screening for faculty interviews (up until the interview) should be done blind – that is the applications 
should be de-identified except for qualifications and research proposal. This might also diversify the pool of 
institutions where faculty are recruited from. (in chemistry when a survey was done about 10 yrs ago 70% of the 
women faculty in top 10 departments came from one institution – Berkeley – admittedly this is a small sample 
since women aren’t exactly well represented in chemistry departments). 

8. I’d like to emphasize the importance of us recruiting in ways that help expand the diversity of our pool of 
candidates.  When departments decide to post, and an opening goes on the MSU website, there’s also the decision 
about where to advertise or pay to post your recruitment.  Those decisions can make a big difference.  More 
support/ resources/ encouragement to do the things which lead to a diverse pool of candidates seems critical. 
You can’t choose someone who isn’t in your pool to start with, which feels like it has frequently been an issue in 
the search committees I’ve served on. 

9. Actively recruit, hire, and retain people of color.   
10. 50% of all new hires in 2020-21 should be black and brown people. 
11. Understanding and valuing experience outside internships and/or other free forms of work in exchange for 

experience that many don't have the financial ability to take. Hiring must take into consideration that unpaid 
internships favor those who have financial privilege that excludes many people of color and first generation 
students. 

12. When advertising positions, make real effort to reach diverse pools of candidates. 
13. As much as it is possible, hiring practices should be transparent in terms of DEI. If the available candidates, or 

person hired, belongs to the majority group, the University should be able to explain their decision openly, and 
the groups that promote diversity on campus should be able to have an amicable and productive conversation 
about it. 

 
Leadership 

14. Every time a university has an opportunity to recruit an administrative leader for a Major Administrative Unit, 
whether the leader is at the President, Provost, VP, Dean, …, or Department/Division director level, an open search 
that welcomes outside applicants gives that university a test of what is going right and what might be going wrong. 



The pool of applicants is reflective of those test results. If there are no external candidates, it is a demonstration 
of weaknesses that require fixing. The same is true if the quality of the external candidates is less than optimal, as 
would be the case if the only applicants were non-Hispanic White majority males. 

15. A university that limits these searches to internal search processes or simply promotes a ‘pro tem’ or ‘acting’ 
leader is one that fails to take advantage of this opportunity, and loses the information from this ‘test’ via a search 
for external candidates. Promotion of a non-Hispanic White male under these circumstances represents the 
antithesis of what a DEI policy should dictate for the university.  

16. Inclusion is an ongoing process. People need to have access. When folks continue to hire the same kinds of people, 
diversity isn't present. Have diverse folks in leadership and stop creating hostile work spaces. 

17. Truly implement inclusive hiring practices.  Carefully look at the percentage of women in deans’ positions.  
18. “Stop having a bunch of older white men make all of the decisions.”   
19. Hire a provost who is BIPOC.   
20. Hire a VP CDO that reports directly to President Stanley. This person needs to be given a large budget and 

support from the top to implement DEI initiatives throughout the university and the metrics to hold programs 
and departments (including faculty/staff/students) accountable to meeting our agreed upon DEI policies.  
Communities that are underserved within our minority populations like Native and LGTBQ and RCPD may 
require Assist VP positions that report to the new VP CDO to help that person navigate and bring those 
communities into the MSU fold.  

21. Appoint more folks of color who understand true diversity, equity, and inclusion and can bring change to 
higher administration. 

 
Incentives and evaluations/what do we value? 

22. Improve the positions of professors of practice. While it is important that a research university supports research, 
professors of practice often have a much more varied pool to pull from with regard to diversity and inclusion and 
valuable “real world” experience. However they are stigmatized by “PhD” holders as not being “as qualified”... 
not qualified for what I wonder? How many of your students do you think will pursue a PhD? Many more will 
pursue a career over research. 

23. Acknowledge that not all faculty have to fit into the traditional “box” – if the campus is to become more equitable 
and diverse we have to start recognizing that excellence comes in different packages.   Which means that we 
should make meaningful changes in the way faculty are evaluated (ie not just money and papers).  

24. Can we create incentives for more in our MSU community to engage as allies or at least a disincentive for counter 
action with respect to DEI principles?  Specifically, perhaps faculty can self-monitor and demonstrate their success 
in this area as part of annual reviews, teaching and mentoring of students.   Supervisors and the responsible 
administrators may consider commentary and/or acknowledgment of faculty that excel in this area.  Can this 
count as a legitimate and valued service criterion? 

25. Create financial rewards for departments whenever an URM faculty member is tenured or promoted.  This will 
help create real investment and mentorship toward the career advancement of these faculty, who often feel alone 
and unsupported.   

26. As an incentive and for the sake of accountability, depending on their work, funding and budget decisions could 
be determined based on how departments are promoting and advancing DEI.    

27. An evaluation criterion for senior faculty could be mentorship to URM junior faculty, postdocs, students 
28. The University needs to recognize that the "default" career path is extraordinarily limiting. The current approach 

to DEI is to nibble at the edges of this problem by expanding defined leaves or changing the way promotion clocks 
run. And these are absolutely improvements. But they still leave out too much. Most people struggle with 
situations that don't quite fit the limited imagined scenarios those leaves recognize. We absolutely should 
continue looking for ways to improve peoples' lives. But we should ask those people what that is, for them, and 
not force them to choose from inside of a narrow predefined default career track. 

29. I would recommend that MSU evaluate the differences in diversity and equity when it comes to individuals on 
Fixed-Term versus Continuing Appointments. There are wide ranges of differences across units, colleges, and the 
two different appointments when it comes to hiring, orienting, evaluating, mentoring, and promotion 
opportunities. 

30. Building DEI into employees’ on-/off-campus personal development plan. 



31. Overall, if MSU wants to create an campus that TRULY values DEI, then they have to make it part of tenure and 
promotion for employees/ faculty; otherwise, it's just lip-service.  

32. Having a "engaged diversity training/ participated in workshops, etc." requirement for ALL employees on campus 
(INCLUDING FACULTY) for tenure and promotion would GREATLY help shift the culture. As of now, this campus is 
largely concerned with research... as that is what is valued... shift the value, shift the culture. 

 
Strategic planning 

33. The DEI steering committee should be the one leading the University Strategic Planning Committee as you 
have to have DEI as the driving force for it to be incorporated from top to bottom in the university otherwise 
it becomes a secondary thought in our planning.  Also, CoREM needs to be included in these conversations 
and as an advocacy group for our Asian, Latin, Black, and Native American communities should be at the table 
regarding university plans and initiatives so that all new policies can be assessed as to how they may positively 
or negatively impact our communities. 

 
Policy 

34. Ensuring equity begins with policy review on a micro and macro level scale. Adjusting policy impacts practice. I 
propose more in depth-policy reviews and more language about DEI in manuals, handbooks, and any university 
wide communication, including representation in flyers. I also propose more intentional hiring of diverse 
candidates, creating more positions in support of DEI - cannot all be on the DEI steering committee. 

35. Review policies and procedures in place with multiple stakeholders to provide input in revisions that make 
them more inclusive. 

36. What are evidence-based ways of increasing DEI and a DEI-friendly climate in organizations, especially 
universities?  There must be literature on this.   

 
Mentor, support, celebrate (some related ideas are in “incentives and evaluations”) 

37. Match every URM assistant professor with a dean or assoc dean of his/her choice to work with as a sponsor.   
38. Share stories of MSU community members that are doing great work in the area of DEI.  Support and recognize 

exceptional DEI efforts.   
39. What do we do to support people once here at MSU?  I think there have always been ongoing efforts, but feel 

much of this took a backseat to the Nassar crisis. Feels like with many efforts we have taken steps backward, 
rather than forward. I am optimistic with new President and Provost though, that things may begin to make 
progress (and be progressive) again. 

40. Actively retain people of color.  Be proactive to help people of color feel safe and valuable at MSU.   
41. Believe minority faculty, staff, students.  Ask them regularly how you can ensure that they feel valued.   
42. Increase professional development leadership and mentoring by professionals who specialize in working with 

faculty and students of color. Increase commitment to recruit, hire, support, and retain faculty and students of 
color. 

43. Increase number of faculty POC and support them while they are here. 
44. Internship and mentorship are important to any career advancement and diversification of people in any field. I 

think creating career pathways for younger BIPOC to gain experience and professional contacts throughout the 
university (not just with faculty) would help significantly. This could be accomplished by partnering with existing 
programs on campus and ensuring that there is support for Faculty and Academic specialists to build this into their 
practices and budgets and to provide training for the faculty and AS to improve their capacity to support these 
students/interns/mentees. 

 
Address problems/prevent bullying 

45. Believe URM postdocs/junior faculty when they raise concerns, even if the people who are the target of the 
concerns are good friends, generally good people, and/or other female/URM individuals.   

46. Communicate nimbly and respond quickly with action plans following incidents that challenge DEI principles.   
47. I think having strict policies with students not bullying other students when they feel others are different would 

be a help. 
48. Mandate reporting of bias incidents. 



49. Consider taking a stronger stance on holding faculty/staff/students accountable to language that undermines a 
culture that values DEI. We cannot always hide behind Freedom of Speech when it is counter-productive to the 
culture we hope to create. 

50. Changing the climate on campus where all feel welcomed, supported and heard. 
51. Equity, typically listed as the second term in the "DEI" acronym, cannot happen without diversity and inclusion 

first.  One way the university can advance diversity and inclusion is by hiring and advancing more faculty and staff 
of minoritized identities through tenure and/or promotion and into senior-level roles (e.g., senior academic 
specialists, assistant directors, directors) or continuing--as opposed to fixed term--roles. Equity, however, also 
examines who is trying to get into these positions but cannot. Equity also asks what conditions--be is systems, 
processes, campus climate--have been created such that certain groups remain the majority with power to make 
decisions and continue to make others the minority with little power. Compositional diversity and surface-level 
inclusion means nothing when faculty/academic specialists and students, especially those from minoritized 
backgrounds, continue to learn and work in hostile campus climates, where they may be subjected to overt/covert 
instances of racism, not taken seriously when they raise concerns or comments, being passed over for promotions 
when they are qualified for one, and overall working in a system that was not made for people who look like them-
-instead for the advancement of (historically and presently) cisgender, heterosexual, Christian, White men. 

 
Compensation, economic reform, and financial justice 

52. Publish wage gaps for URMs/majority and male/female faculty by rank and College publicly and annually 
(assuming an adequate level of aggregation that individuals are not identifiable).  Close the gaps.  
Mandates/incentives may help.   

53. Provide highly subsidized childcare for all members of the campus community 
54. There should be recognition and compensation of faculty and staff of color for the additional work that is done 

outside of the jobs to support students of color and other DEI initiatives across campus. 
55. DEI cuts across identities AND positionality. In order to achieve EQUITY, academic specialists need to be valued 

and compensated fairly for their work. Looking at the academic specialist population-- we are some of the lowest 
paid employees at MSU; and our ranks are majority women and minority- identified. There needs to be more 
equity-- in terms of attitude and compensation-- concerning academic specialists. 

56. In terms of financial justice, there should be a cost limit per course in terms of the books/course materials - for 
example $150 - $200. Students should not be spending $300 - $500 per class for books they rarely use, especially 
if they are taking 5 classes. If the cost is more than $200, the professor needs to make it accessible on-line or 
through other means. 

57. According to the 2019/20 budget (https://opb.msu.edu/functions/budget/documents/2019-20Budgets.pdf), the 
police were allocated $7,081,282. Of that, $1,861,307 went to supplies and equipment. In comparison, OIII’s total 
budget was $1,018,890. OCAT’s budget was $726,848. Other resources like CAPS are woefully underfunded. If the 
university is in such a tight place financially, I think this is an optimal time to do some reprioritization of where we 
spend our money and what we value investing in, how we create a safe environment, and how we respond to 
those with needs. 

 
Representation 

58. Make sure Academic Specialists are represented on all University committees.  
59. University / departmental committees on diversity  
60. DEI must have established organization at the university, college, and program level. Hiring one person or 

establishing a committee at the executive level will not guarantee education, communication, and change at 
every level of MSU. the footprint of DEI must be as expansive as the advising footprint is. 

61. MSU needs to be inclusive of all appointment types and assignments (e.g., teaching, outreach, advising, Extension, 
etc.) in its decision-making.  Research and big grants (and certain athletics) cannot have primacy. 

62. As for Academic Governance, from a very personal level, it is not very clear how members are chosen, who chooses 
them, or what happens when a person submits their name to the Pool of Faculty members. I've  done that myself 
for three years already but so far I haven't received clear answers as to which Boards or Committees I am eligible 
for, nor if I have even been a candidate for any of them. I recommend an e-mail at least notifying employees that 
the voting process has ended and candidates have been chosen. Otherwise, I don't even know if it is worth 
continuing to send my name.  



63. there are many committees in which representation from professionals all over the University could be beneficial. 
In many of these Boards or Advisory positions, for example, having Undergraduate and Graduate students in the 
committees does not mean the needs of the student body are being met necessarily. There are many 
professionals/staff who are not being included in Academic Governance - Specialists, Administrative Staff - who 
work closely with students and have valuable information but do not have the required degrees in order to belong 
to those committees. I would like to see a change in Governance in which professionals from Residential Services; 
Advising; CAPS; are present at the table - instead of mostly Faculty. Working with students face-to-face, every day, 
is not the same as just teaching them once or twice a week in a 50 - 150 student classroom. 

 
Involve ourselves intimately in applying our scholarship to the people and places that are diverse  

64. MSU needs to have a visible/demonstrable/long term commitment and presence to applying our scholarship to 
the people and places that are diverse and poor. Our actions will speak much louder than our words. While some 
academic units and individual faculty members have embraced a scholarship of engagement addressing the issues 
of race and inequality in general the campus community is very “distant” from these challenges.  Institutions of 
higher education that have a more diverse student body and faculty are often embedded in those communities. 
MSU is largely a suburban campus (with a couple of outreach posts in diverse communities). Most of our 
scholarship is irrelevant to poor people and places at best and in many cases our work exacerbates inequality. To 
overcome this image we need to demonstrate that “we care”. It is a true adage particularly with vulnerable people 
and places that “no one will care how much you know, until they know how much you care”. We need to show 
we care by applying our talents to the problems of diverse peoples and disadvantaged places. Academic specialist 
need to ask themselves...how am “I” making a difference. 

65. We need to step outside our comfort zone to reach audiences (esp. in outreach and Extension) and recruit 
students and hires from diverse populations. 

 
Accountability and metrics 

66. Accountability mechanisms that increase the odds that administrators, faculty, and staff follow equal process and 
procedures in hiring, compensation, promotion or tenure at MSU are needed.  Equity in process will eventually 
translate to increasingly equitable practice hopefully lead to equitable outcomes that are more inclusive, just and 
fair regardless of demographic features.  

67. I would really like to see the university utilize some kind of independent 3rd party to evaluate the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of each department in these areas on a regular basis. In my first year as a AS, I have been privy 
to multiple violations of existing university policy in these areas, particularly regarding sexism and inappropriate 
grad student-advisor interaction (and reported it up the chain), only to have the issues handled inappropriately 
(ex: not handled, not kept confidential, etc.). A 3rd-party (from outside the department particularly), would not 
be so mired in faculty politics and would take this task more seriously. Alternately, those is supervisory/chair/etc 
positions could be given additional training in these areas, especially when it comes to the actual law and policies 
of msu (which seem to be often disregarded). We can't advance anything until the university makes it clear-- to 
all departments and employees-- that they are fully invested in making change. This involves putting money 
towards **university-wide** efforts in this regard. 

68. There should be ways - surveys, questionnaires - in which each department/unit is able to assess their level of DEI 
among peers and co-workers. 

69. Establish accountability measures that demonstrate how we are doing vis-à-vis DEI.  Whether bias is implicitly or 
actively engaged, the result on adversely affected individuals is one and the same.  Many times, communities of 
color, women and other minorities bear the brunt of bias.  For example, hoping that P&T committees, 
administrators, OVPRI or other bodies that understandably play difficult inclusion/exclusion roles of central 
importance in our university will operate with honor for all people is not a plan.  Yes, many in our community do 
act with honor and we are ever so thankful for Spartans of honor. Yet, there are situations where that honor code 
is sabotaged.  It is worrisome that in some cases, the sabotage of honor code is systematic relative to race, sex, 
religion, sexual orientation, etc.   

Case example: This point warrants specific illustration as this month, we learn- and some of us did so with 
absolute disappointment, that central to the science of the former vice president for research and 
innovation is the idea that there race and sex are biologic explanations for variations in intelligence.  The 
danger of that “scientific premise” is not theoretical for large segments of diverse individuals here at MSU 



whose  professional lives intersect with that office in any way shape or form.   Yet, key aspects of the 
OVPRI’s  role in the P&T process for example are intentionally opaque and may vary across 
colleges.  Anyone paying attention saw the claim that “there has never been any evidence that Dr. Hsu 
acted with bias in P&T here at MSU”.  Considering power differentials, career stage and a range of 
dynamics for those going through P&T relative to OVPRI and associated stake holders, that claim will stand 
unchallenged by design.  Yet, let us assume for the sake of discourse that these claims that were true and 
there is no systematic evidence that OVPRI acted with bias. ….in that case, collecting accountability data 
to demonstrate this would be a win win for all!   What is known is that diverse individuals are less likely 
to be successfully hired, promoted, tenured and retained at MSU.  Are the rules of engagement, reward 
for effort and other metrics of career advancement the same- including the processes engaged in making 
respective decisions, the same for all members of our diverse campus?  It is possible to collect basic 
accountability data that allows us to see how we are doing and makes transparency an asset at MSU. 

70. The university can also advance diversity, inclusion, and equity by working to disaggregate demographic 
data across all levels of the institution: student, faculty/academic specialists, and administration. How 
can we know who does and who does not have a seat at the table if we do not know who is at the table 
in the first place? How do we know what experiences don’t make people feel safe when they isolated 
and separated from others like themselves if we don't know which particular racial and ethnic groups 
are experiencing such things? Disaggregating data is a particular issue for those Asian Pacific American 
descent, as the APA label represents 40+ ethnic groups who all have different educational needs that 
need to be addressed. Disaggregating data is also an issue for those of Middle Eastern/North African 
descent, who are often lumped with White students. In both cases, students and faculty/academic 
specialists within these communities get lumped together and get their specific needs and perhaps 
educational disparities erased in data. 

71. To me - you won't get buy in from those who couldn’t care less about DEI (which is many more than will 
openly admit or we would've been doing something about our culture and climate at MSU well before now 
if people truly cared) unless there are bonuses, promotions, tenure etc that are tied to DEI. I know that rubs 
people, especially faculty the wrong way, but they will wiggle their way out of any serious commitment to 
DEI if they are allowed to do so through loop holes etc.  

72. I think there should be mandatory DEI training for all faculty and academic staff. This is something that 
should be added to their annual review and they should be evaluated on annually. 

73. the annual review process should include a DEI/professional development planning and goal setting 
process 

 
Training and professional development 

74. DEI training must be implemented and revisited every few years to update and make relevant to the times 
and this training should not be check a few boxes, watch a couple videos training modules. We need people 
pushed out of their comfort zones.  

75. Regular bias training for all employees (including academic specialists) 
76. Required implicit bias training, required DEI training as will be implemented soon; 
77. Continuing education for all MSU employees and students around diversity, equity, and inclusion. 
78. Required training for everyone on campus, going further than what we have currently. I believe training should 

occur on an individual basis AND as departments/groups so meaningful conversations can be had and we can 
practice applying what we have learned individually. 

79. DEI training should be mandatory for faculty/academic specialists, staff, and students.  There also need to be 
plenty of opportunities to continue our journeys toward anti-racism on an ongoing basis.   

80. Have mandatory and INTENSIVE DEI training for all incoming white faculty members.  Have meetings for incoming 
faculty who identify as coming from a historically marginalized group such as Black faculty, LatinX faculty, Muslim 
faculty, women of color faculty, LGBTQ faculty, and women.  Provide resources and workshops on what MSU 
offers for them specifically to ensure their safety and to protect them from racism, sexism, homophobia, and 
bigotry.  

81. Try to move beyond online trainings. Once COVID subsides, it would be great to have in person trainings required. 
People learn very differently in an active learning environment compared to a passive one like online. People also 



respond very differently to a computer screen compared to a person in the same room as them. The implicit bias 
training from OI3 is a great example of this. 

82. It would be great to have some resources about how individuals in majority groups can become an 
ally/resource/support for minority groups. I feel like I have seen an overload of the problems but less about what 
I can do to help and enact meaningful change so I can be a part of the solution. 

83. Speakers and trainings targeted to academic specialist audiences (requested by academic specialists)  
84. Providing additional funding and resources to Office for Inclusion to hire diversity education coordinators to 

provide ongoing training for faculty and academic specialists. I also think there should be additional workshops 
for each area of specialists (advising, teaching, outreach, etc.) that focus on diversity and equity in our roles. 

85. We need ongoing training and dedicated time set aside to work on our professional development around DEI. 
86. Educate all white people about racism and help them to understand their privilege and how it continues to oppress 

people of color. 
87. I would like mini courses that are available to employees to learn about history and culture over time in the U.S. 

significant historical moments that shape our history. But broken out by identities. Native, Latinx, Black, Asian, 
women, lgbt, poor people. Etc. 

88. Mandatory social justice workshops for all faculty, regardless of department/School etc. The Ingham County 
Health Department required all of its staff to go through a 4 day dialogue series on social justice and health equity. 
I think something similar would be beneficial especially if it has a higher education lens. 

89. I would love to see mandatory training given to all staff in faculty in the D&I space once a quarter. 
90. Having the different and varied seminars or workshops has been very helpful. 
91. Mandate DEI “mini training.”  Provide information to our community members about engaging in ways that treat 

all people equally while upholding principles of meritocracy as important value at MSU.  Might there be an RVSM 
training analogue with periodic certification that accomplishes this and keeps this shared value/ideal in mind for 
all of us? 

92. Furthermore, all employees should go through training related to DEI at the University and  the unit level. 
University should train managers to have those conversations with staff. 

93. Mandatory and optional training related to DEI with opportunities for Units to build leadership skills in DEI through 
training work release time for employees to participate in training, awareness events, etc. 

94. I do not think mandatory diversity education is a good idea (show me the program that has actual evidence that 
it improves matters) this is just lip service and will not improve matters. Use the money to support lower paid jobs 
instead. 

95. Required online “training” really only does surface work, but is a start.   
 
Pipeline: students, trainees 

96. Investing in DEI in those programs that reach the largest amount of undergrads would help-- First Year Writing, 
Integrated Studies, Math-- and focus on them as being part of the SOLUTION (as they are already doing a lot of 
work towards equity and inclusion), would be a good place for the university to put its focus and invest money. 
Looking at those curricula-- and reforming them-- so that they can be innovative, responsive, national leaders on 
DEI (holistically, rather than just a single course) would be a good place to invest time, resources, and money. 
Many of the faculty, administrators of those programs ARE Academic Specialists/ Fixed Term faculty. Academic 
Specialists work closely and directly with the student population-- often more so that faculty.  Therefore, 
extending specific DEI training to JUST academic specialists might be helpful in creating a culture of inclusion at 
MSU. Perhaps DEI training based on appointment-types/ student involvement? 

97. To increase DEI, faculty need to be provided with more robust training and policy requirements to ensure that 
every single class on campus is taught with these principles in mind.   

98. Stop using the GRE as an admissions criteria for grad school 
99. Develop a postdoc program to encourage underrepresented groups (similar to University of Michigan’s program) 
100. Get rid of standardized testing as an admissions criterion and provide additional training on the DEI 

implications of common grading practices 
101. Make DEI a general education requirement.   
102. We will be putting more focus on this topic in our special ed. program courses this coming year with more 

resources and materials for discussion 



103. Awareness for all of our students to be more mindful and to help support others on campus and in the outside 
school settings. 

104. I think a DEI seminar should be included for incoming students similar to  how international students are oriented 
to a new cultural setting. A lot of well-meaning students come to the university with no contextual awareness to 
have conversations around DEI and race-related topics 

105. If we truly believe in equity and equality … Not everyone is skilled in being an online student or have access to the 
technology necessary. Our international students need hybrid and face to face classes, yet we have so many online 
offerings and these students are worried about being able to physically study here. Are we really helping our first 
generation college students, our student of color, our low income students, our international students and our 
students who struggle academically by moving to a default of online teaching? Ultimately, as a university 
employee, we are in an elite category. We have the privilege of being able to remote work. We can say, "we want 
to stay safe and limit exposure to the student population." But in our endeavor to shelter ourselves and not being 
willing to enter a classroom with masks and social distancing, we need to ask ourselves if we are really trying to 
advance equity and inclusion. 

106. We need to have better support for diverse students in the K-12 system that works to engage and retain this 
population through graduation and onto college with mentors, advocates and role models. We will not have better 
diversity if we cannot ensure that more diverse students complete their education. In the meantime a formal 
mentor program with newly minted diverse PhDs and other professionals especially in programs where there is 
little to no diversity. 

107. In terms of the student body, all courses should include applicable examples of current events in which the 
material of the course can be used in a current context, including DEI. Many of our students are not planning to 
continue to graduate school, so courses that have no relation to their everyday experience could be more 
challenging, especially for students in the minority groups. 

 
Make it actionable 

108. I'd also love to see several virtual town hall meetings were students, staff and faculty may share their ideas about 
increasing DEI on- and off-campus in an open forum. 

109. Within my unit, we continue to have very high level, conceptual discussions about society, history of oppression, 
and big picture concepts. This is a good start, but it's not very actionable. One wish I would have would be for 
small groups with similar work responsibilities to meet together and think through action steps. For example, in 
my teaching, I have diversified case studies and examples. I am working on changing my 2020-2021 reading lists 
to amplify women and BIPOC voices. But I am largely doing this on my own, b/c my unit is working on the let's 
raise awareness level of things (e.g., reading Braiding Sweetgrass). So, in essence, small groups working on the 
theory to practice of DEI would be helpful. 

110. DEI should be founded in evidence based best practices and explicit actions, not social science ideologies like 
Critical Theory. 

111. Conversations and education are always important places to start; where I think MSU needs to lean more into is 
actionable steps. 

112. Completely overhaul systemic processes that reproduce white supremacist ideas, change university requirements 
and other curriculum, make commitments to DEI by advancing practices in evaluations for tenure and annual 
performance reviews, listen and respond to the recommended changes that groups of color have requested and 
demanded. We have a chance as a land grant institution to set an example as to what should be done. We should 
work together so all students will benefit. 

  
Talking and listening 

113. I would suggest Listening Circles hosted by a therapist to promote wellness.  Each college budget allocation should 
come directly from the President's or Provost's office.  

114. We absolutely should continue looking for ways to improve peoples' lives. But we should ask those people what 
that is, for them, and not force them to choose from inside of a narrow predefined default career track. 

115. Encourage change and discourse as the norm, not the outlier. Continue to promote conversations across the 
academy without any one set agenda. Discontinue the gap strategy of "we'll hire someone to do it". 

116. Some kind of interactive experience like MSU Dialogues. 
117. More conversations, training, and representation of diversity throughout the university. 



118. Dialogue is critical. All voices need to be heard as our community runs the 'woke' spectrum and we need to provide 
opportunities for everyone to engage in order to move forward toward creating an inclusive community. 

119. I'd like more resources for my team - individuals/experts willing to lead/facilitate discussions and conversations 
around current events and associated topics. 

120. The University should support open discussion and dialog. You will never achieve DEI if faculty feel their job or 
career is threatened if they speak up or voice legitimate disagreement with philosophy or policy. The discussions 
should take place in an equitable way, if you bully and scare people you will create divisions, not inclusion and a 
facade of uniformity, not diversity. 

 
Communication 

121. It would be great to have statements of support that we can send to students with whom we work - or a way to 
quickly vet statements we'd like to send out broadly.  

122.  I'd like a list of easily-available resources that we can use as a team. It would be great to have Black Lives Matters 
stickers or signs so we can visibly show support in our space. 

123. Each College, unit, department should show in their websites, literature how it is promoting and advancing DEI.   
 

Work on yourself/provide resources so that people can get correct information 
124. Microaggressions are exhausting. This is an academic place, read a book.  Do some research. Be a better human. 

Make some diverse friends outside of work. Teach your children to be better humans. Stop being afraid of 
learning. Stop being afraid of exposing your ancestors taught you lies that you continue to spread. Stop mistreating 
students who don't look like you.  Show care and concern for everyone. Stop hiring tokens who you can control 
and don't respect or challenge wrongdoings . 

125. Take more concrete actions about raising awareness of DEI. Keep encouraging President Stanley to make 
statements of support, but include links to websites where people can easily go to learn more - for example, if 
there is a statement locally, in Lansing (as the State Capital), nationally/Washington D.C. and Black Lives Matter 
(BLM) is called a "terrorist organization", include a link to the BLM website so people can learn more about the 
organization themselves. Make it easy to raise awareness and to provide facts and proper context. 

 
Union involvement 

126. So much of what is going on here reflects the desire by a few characters at the university who are constantly vying 
for power to push their own agendas.   ASAC that has an overabundance of future PHD's whose main concern is 
their own nests. ASAC was created for ALL Academic Specialists not a few self-seekers. The minute there is a 
problem, the unions jump in to provide absolutely nothing but avenues for a few at the top who will gain large 
union salaries. As to equity, diversity, and inclusion I find this always a bit laughable. Instead of discussing how the 
system can help to make changes, how more people might be convinced to pursue paths to improve the above 
issues, we are simply told that the whole system is rotten and immediate changes have to take place, without any 
form of thought involved. Diversity and the like does not come from quick fix plans, they come from careful 
planning to find those paths that will improve the entire system. Start thinking and stop just throwing things out 
with those thoughts lacking. 

127. It would be awesome if academic specialists had the opportunity to have union membership. 
 

Two people suggested no further action is needed 
128. “The administration is doing a good job in this area” 
129. “Diversity, equity, and inclusion discussions only help to exacerbate the very peace and love they are purported 

to be trying to solve. Diversity: We are who we are regardless of race, gender, etc. Forcing the issue divides people 
by grouping them as a certain race, gender, religion, etc. Equity: We all have the same equality of opportunity and 
I support these American liberties and freedoms; equality of outcome aligns with communism and socialism which 
I strenuously oppose Inclusion: All people should be included where appropriate but forcing other's beliefs onto 
others is not inclusion.” 

 
 

-Categorization of faculty and academic staff comments by Jennifer Johnson, Ph.D.,  
C. S. Mott Endowed Professor of Public Health, 7/20/20 



COVID 
 

Concern re: mask enforcement leading to excessive policing of students.  How will mask mandates be enforced? Who do 
faculty call if a student comes to class without a mask and refuses to leave? In today’s climate, I will not confront a student 
further, but I will walk out of my classroom. I am too vulnerable for a variety of reasons to take this amount of risk on 
without legitimate university backup. I really would rather not hit a students with a $500 citation according to Michigan 
law, or even a police encounter for people that have been victims of excessive policing. I hope the answer to this situation 
includes input from DEI related individuals and departments. 
 
I also think all faculty should have a box of disposable masks available for classes. I’ve seen students forget some 
ridiculously essential things for class and exam times, so forgetting a mask seems likely.  
 
I hope that there is a serious conversation around maintaining flexibility for people with young children at home - I don’t 
know what is going to happen with schools in the fall, but it has become extremely difficult to find custodial care for 
parents of young children - I would like the University to be supportive and proactive on this issue. In other words, even if 
schools open back up in the fall, it doesn’t necessarily mean that it is a good idea to send children back to school. We also 
don’t know what that opening up will look like - I’ve heard discussions about students being divided into cohorts that 
attend in-person 1 week out of every 3 or every other day or who knows! It was alarming to see the edict handed down 
at Florida State recently that said that they wouldn’t allow parents to provide their own childcare during working hours 
(and maybe there was a backlash, I haven’t followed up on that). This is of course callous and absurd given the fact that 
we are still in the midst of a pandemic (what about single parents?). This is not just a faculty issue - it’s for anyone affiliated 
with the University who has young children at home, faculty, staff, and students.  
 
Protect international student statuses.  I read the statement that came out today from Pres. Stanley for International 
students and it said nothing about what the University will do to protect them in a hybrid learning environment - there 
are lots of creative ways to achieve the “in-person” status necessary for them to remain here on their student visas. This 
is important for graduate and undergraduate students - as well as for the continuity of research projects that involve 
students.  
 
Opt in for in-person teaching.  I like the idea of removing unnecessary barriers. So the idea of having it be opt-in levels 
the playing field and does not require faculty to disclose family or personal reasons why they have to teach online. I think 
looking for policies that are barriers is important. 
 
Concern re: financial impacts of salary reductions, esp at lower end of pay scale 

• I also think that faculty pay cuts in this time, especially for less well-protected faculty, shouldn't be on the table. 
• Salaries for academic specialists were already disproportionately lower than its peer, now with salary and benefit 

cuts, it makes the position even more untenable on a short-term and long-term basis. 
 
Also, heading into this particular fall semester, it would be super helpful to understand trauma informed teaching & 
learning, since many of our campus community will have experienced trauma from covid sickness and deaths, from 
inflamed racial disparities. I have heard/seen nothing on our campus about being sensitive to where people are and how 
to support them as whole people. 
 


